As Seen In...

Artist Statement
Lisa’s art appeals to
sophisticated enthusiasts
around the World and
encompasses a broad range
of products that include
home décor, wall art, jewelry,
fashion accessories, leather
goods and more. Inspired
by animals, objects, and
travel, Lisa loves infusing the
beauty of other cultures and
innovating past techniques
with today’s modern
applications.
The love of gesture drawing,
inspired calligraphic
techniques from all over
the world and the ability to
express the essence of the
movement with very few lines
is central to Lisa’s designs.
Once distilled, the elegant
image has the ability to stand
on its own as distinguished
showpiece or to fuse together
into complex and beautiful
formations.

Lisa Stewart is an award winning artist, illustrator
and designer best known for her CalligraphyPets
line of illustrations. Lisa’s entrepreneurial instincts
took over at a young age when she ran a fruit
and vegetable stand and designed her first
line of custom greeting cards. As a bootstrap
entrepreneur, Lisa didn’t come from money, didn’t
have amazing connections, and fine artists were
responding to the fact that she was building a
recognized brand step-by-step in such a short
time. Lisa transformed herself into a creative
entrepreneur and has already achieved several of
her life-long goals by having her art published by a
major publisher, art sold by Signals catalog and other imprints, and licensing
her art for fine woven goods.
Cultivating a lifestyle brand, Lisa is fascinated with diversifying her product
line, blending her selling strategy with global influence, and guiding creative
entrepreneurs to explore dynamic ways of partnering and managing their
brand in this new economy.
As Seen In...
Lisa finds inspiration in travelling,
indulging in her hobbies that include
photography, painting, illustration and
relaxing at home with her husband (+
design partner) and their three cats.
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Licensed Products
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